Use of NLP Plastic pallets
This information contains bullet point «4.2 Use of Plastic pallets» in NLP rules
for Plastic pallets.
Plastic pallet (full, half and 1/3):
No nails or any other way of fastening objects to the plastic pallet is allowed,
as this may damage surfaces or create holes in the pallet. The plastic pallets
cannot be painted, marked or in any way tampered with. The half pallet and
1/3 pallet shall not have the bar code covered with tape, paper or any other
material.
Use of truck:
When using a fork truck one shall not push the pallet on the corner blocks
when fully loaded or empty, as this will cause damages (dents, holes etc.)
Fork trucks must at all time only use the open space on the short side, which
is meant for forklifting, please see illustration below.

Racking:
For use in racking the cargo (weight) needs to be evenly distributed on the top
deck of the plastic pallet for better use of loading capacity, this applies to all
product types. Slave pallets must be used underneath the half and 1/3 pallets.
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Loading capacity:
Plastic pallet:

Half pallet: Dynamic 600kg – Static 2500kg
1/3 pallet: 280 kg
These loading capacities are best utilized when cargo/goods/products are
evenly distributed (weight) all over the top deck of the pallets.
Please find more information on all our plastic products at «Products» at
www.nlpool.no

Warehouse system and Automation:
The Customer is responsible to assure that the plastic pallet(s) are compatible
with warehouse systems and automation used in the Customers supply chain.
The Customer must test and assure that all automated runways, photocells,
racking systems, pallet magazines etc. are functional with the plastic pallet(s).
The Plastic pallet certificate form is found at «Document archives» at
www.nlpool.no

Misuse of the plastic pallet(s) or not handling the pallets correctly that entails
damage, NLP can demand such damage reimbursed after bullet point 4.3 in
NLP rules for Plastic pallets. Reimbursement amounts for the plastic products
are at all times listed under NLP Rates at www.nlpool.no
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